
War on The Ground - first play through 

 

Having watched the video tutorials, I decided I liked the flavour of the game and ordered a 

set of rules Once received it was a quick read through and on to try a game… 

 

I liked the first video scenario where a StugIII ambushed a troop of 4 Shermans. I play in 

1:285 which allows lots of space so I doubled these forces to a stug and a Panther and 

threw in a 4 squad platoon of German infantry too 

 

The Germans set their ambush in a village sitting on a Y junction. One troop of 4 Shermans 

approached at half speed along two legs of the Y aiming to join up in the village and clear it 

before pushing on together along the third leg of the Y 

 

The spotting rule brought some tension as the Shermans closed the village. At 500m both 

German tanks opened fire and both missed. The lead Shermans spotted the Germans but 

again fire was ineffective - the road columns restricted fire to the lead tanks. More firing and 

one Sherman was knocked out - end of turn 

 

Now the Shermans continued their advance but spread across the sides of the road too, 

bringing all guns to bear. This move brought them in range of the hidden infantry and their 

deadly panzerschrecks… Another Sherman killed, this time from the second troop. The Stug 

missed again (!) but the Panther killed a third Sherman. Now however the dice rolled high - 

the Stug was quickly hit and knocked out and the infantry fell to a storm of area fire 

 

On the final turn the Panther was facing 5 Sherman tanks at point blank range……. 

 

Although the rules are not designed for it, I played solo and found they worked particularly 

well - much credit to the spotting rule. This game was fun. The 1m = 1mm groundscale felt 

instinctive and looked good with the smaller scale. There is quite a different feel to a game 

where tanks are represented 1:1 and a platoon of infantry enjoys 4 stands. The limited use 

of dice and reliance on tables rather than saving throws made for a quick game with few 

mistakes except the tactical ones - probably need some efficient German dice!  

 

Mike  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


